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- Automatically determines the indentation of your code in C, C++, and Java. - Indent the first line of every code block. - Add comments to your C, C++, and Java code at the same place where the function/method/class is defined. - Protect indent with two spaces. - Align equals with their respective assignment, so you do not need to format manually. -
Generate HTML Documentation for each C, C++, and Java class. - Extract the code of your comments and put it in HTML comments. - Ability to turn an existing C, C++, or Java code into a Flowchart. - Comment-based flowcharts for a wider audience. - Export flowcharts as.bmp or.jpg files. - Choose whether or not to generate white spaces and auto-
indentation of the file after formatting. - Multiple support languages: C, C++, Java, Perl, PHP, Python, Visual Basic and others - Supports both file-based and class-based comment - Automatic formatting of the indentation of the code within the comment - Code-Expert Indentation and code formatting features for maximum C/C++ indenting - Comments can
be formatted as code within a comment. - Code comments can be formatted into HTML Documentations for the entire source file. - Support the same class/function comments in a C, C++, Java, or VB file. - You can choose between the keystroke format or the menu format. - You can have a unique comment type. - Generate/Edit comments for a wide range of
languages. - Run on Microsoft Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, and Mac OS X 10.6. - No need to create and maintain HTML documents. - Supports both Windows and UNIX like platforms. - No need to download extra plug-ins. - Extensive Documentation of the program * Crystal FLOW for C contains "A Whole lot of Indent & Line-Wrapping"
features: 1. You can have up to 8 levels of indentation - within a comment. (Multiple level of indentation in a single line of comment.) 2. Line-Wrapping: If the line of code exceeds the length of the width of the application window then Line-Wrapping will appear so that the text will fit within the
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A complete document generation solution for programmers working with C or C++ Code to Graph HTML5 Code to Graph HTML5 is a code graph or a code editor based in HTML5. The graph is integrated with various color pickers, editable, filterable and clickable on the source code. It helps you to create interactive websites and to avoid visual coding
tasks. You can download and free use for personal and private projects. Nodes Vertexes or Points Colors can be set to be Solid or filled. Rotation is limited to a maximum of 360°, i.e. 180° left/right/up/down. Link to another node or a node Colors are generated automatically (HTML5 canvas element) Clicking on a node will bring up the code editor or a
download dialog if there is a project. Nodes can be disabled. The graph can be exported as an image to PDF or CSV. Code Editor Colors can be selected by clicking on the corresponding color (clickable) Selection of the node will bring up the code editor or a download dialog if there is a project. Different code editors can be used for each node type HTML
code to be replaced by placeholders. GEM for C allows you to create Grids from Source Code with one click. Get a clear view of the code with Grids. Inherited legacy code? A new member of the team? You will be up to speed in significantly less time. Verify correctness of function logic. Detect errors. Use Grids to review and refactor code. Use Grids for
faster Code-reviews. Comment-based grid for a wider audience. Export grid as.bmp or.jpg files Automatic-Formatting of Code and Comments. More than just indenting and line wrapping. Line up object-names in successive declarations. Line up assignment operators in assignments. Split and indent long expressions as per operator precedence Transform
hard-to-read code into very readable code. Improved code readability saves time. Detect errors easily Function call/caller info - a tree and a graph views. Software Metrics - McCabes, Halstead, OO Metrics. HTML documents of source+comments (Javadoc like!) - both file-based and class-based. No need to create and maintian HTML documents - just
comment the code using our sophisticated comment generator/ 2edc1e01e8
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STCFLOW for C allows you to create Flowchart from Source Code with one click. Get a clear view of the code with Flowcharts. Inherited legacy code? A new member of the team? You will be up to speed in significantly less time. Verify correctness of function logic. Detect errors. Use Flowcharts to review and refactor code. Use Flowcharts for faster Code-
reviews. Comment-based flowcharts for a wider audience. Export flowcharts as.bmp or.jpg files Automatic-Formatting of Code and Comments. More than just indenting and line wrapping. Line up object-names in successive declarations. Line up assignment operators in assignments. Split and indent long expressions as per operator precedence Transform
hard-to-read code into very readable code. Improved code readability saves time. Detect errors easily Function call/caller info - a tree and a graph views. Software Metrics - McCabes, Halstead, OO Metrics. HTML documents of source+comments (Javadoc like!) - both file-based and class-based. No need to create and maintian HTML documents - just
comment the code using our sophisticated comment generator/editor, rest we will take care. Detailed cross-reference of all identifiers of your project. Learn how to create and export flowchart in C. Learn how to create flowcharts using X-Y graph symbols. Use Flowcharts for faster Code-reviews. Improve code readability saves time. Use Flowcharts for
faster Code-reviews. Improve code readability saves time. Edit "project.c" with the help of project editor - select edit tool and type any text. Step-by-step documentation, containing project file settings. Use CTRL+SHIFT+D on Windows or Option+Command+D on Mac OS. In C, you can select a symbol using CTRL+SPACE to quickly switch to it. Learn how
to create and export flowchart in C. Learn how to create flowcharts using X-Y graph symbols. Use Flowcharts for faster Code-reviews. Improve code readability saves time. Use Flowcharts for faster Code-reviews. Improve code readability saves time. Learn how to create and export flowchart in C. Learn how to create flowcharts using X-Y graph symbols.
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What's New in the Crystal FLOW For C?

Welcome to the world of automation in Flowcharts! How does it work? Flowcharts are convenient way to represent the logic of functions and methods. They allow you to validate the source code quickly and check its correctness easily. It is especially useful in the code review. Flowcharts can also be exported to.bmp and.jpg files. You can add comments to
the flowcharts that can be exported as HTML pages. How to use this software? The software offers a choice of two graphic editors. Just point to the code of your project and choose your preferred editor. By default, a new function is created for every declaration. However, you can select a single flowchart or a single function for it, as well. To start working
on the flowchart, just choose a specific function and add it to the chart. Or you can select a function in the code and press the corresponding function button. After that, press the "Save" button to save the current state of the flowchart as an HTML file. You can name the file according to your needs and the data you can see in the chart. If you want to save
the file, just press the button again. After that, you can export the flowchart as an image file or an HTML page. Note: The Flowchart Icon is not supported by the HTML editor of SCL Designer. However, you can save the flowchart as.jpg or.bmp file. IMPORTANT NOTE SCL Designer fully supports the ANSI standard for flowcharts (ISO 14605-1). You will
find an example Flowchart under the "FLOWCHART EXAMPLE" tab. It has been created in Scintilla Designer. Version: 21.1.2011 Regardés: Controls/Other 27/07/2009 Related to: Macros Flowcharts for C Code Navigator Process Editor Windows/Windows Forms Software Metrics Dependencies Related Articles An easy-to-use, powerful, cross-platform
flowcharting/interaction designer. The program includes a high-performance, professional flowcharting/drawing editor, a powerful, multi-platform automated XML source code formatter and an interactive form designer for interactive forms such as login screens and order forms. The program is based on the XML-RPC standard for connecting to the web
and utilizing an XML-based language to store form and file data in a XML format. If you find code in an application or in other software that you want to edit the code, but the code does not have a Javadoc comment, then the code can be edited using Gator. G
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System Requirements For Crystal FLOW For C:

Minimum: OS: Mac OS X 10.8 or higher Processor: 2.0 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo or newer Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: 512 MB ATI Radeon HD 4870 or Nvidia GeForce GTX 260 or newer Sound: HD Audio (no HDMI audio required) Storage: 8 GB available space Network: Broadband Internet access Recommended: OS: Mac OS X 10.9 or higher Processor: 2.6
GHz Intel Core i5 or newer Memory:
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